


harsh words
Welcome back to the Frontline for the last issue of VIOLENT! for 2010. And 
what a generally horrible year it's been, with little sign that the next one 
will be any better... but hey, enough griping, let's go read some comics!

Inside this issue, VIOLENT! #19: SPACE DUDE races towards the 
grand finale of DEVIL-CHICK PLANET OF PERIL next issue, chums!

We also have more from the warped worlds of Curt Sibling, THE SILENT 
SERVICE, HARD-BOILED HITLER, SEE A PENNY... and a previously unpublished 
slice of DR SORROW goodness.

On the subject of our second push on the BRITISH FANTASY AWARDS, 
VIOLENT!'s sister publication THE GIRLY COMIC was on the BFA shortlist 
again, for the second time. On this occasion, our esteemed opponent 
Joe Hill didn't beat us two years on the trot. Instead, we were soundly 
trounced by some Johnny-Come-Lately called Neil Gaiman, with a comic 
about a vigilante with the unlikely sobriquet of Batman. Good luck to you, 
new boy, though I can't see much of a future for that Batman fella, can you?

Keep checking out the Factor Fiction webcomics at htttp://www.
factorfictionpress.co.uk with VIOLENT! displaying stories from the 
archives, and GIRLY putting up a mix of strips from the archives along with 
all-new ones, and a mix of blogs and reviews.

While you're on the web, you really ought to check out a new blog by 
Jim Campbell, the third member of the VIOLENT! Troika of Terror. Since 
the early days of Violent!, where Jim did everything from layouts to 
designing the very logo that besrides our covers like a colossus, 
and filling in on art duties as nenecessary, he's become the go-to 
guy for lettering everything from Classical Comics to ... He's getting 
a lot of attention with his blog, dedicated to the invisible art of 
lettering in all its forms. http://clintflickerlettering.blogspot.com/

One more issue, and then it's all change. (probably)...

Stand at ease, men!

General Mayhem

violent! #19 cover by al davison
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The usual Suspects
Al Davison burst onto the comics scene with his graphic autobiography THE 
SPIRAL CAGE. A comic artist/author, performer, film maker, martial artist currently 
based in Coventry where he runs a graphic novel/manga shop & art studio called 
The Astral Gypsy with his wife Maggie.

Darren Douglas was sent to prison by a military court in 1972 for a crime he 
didn’t commit. He promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade to the Los 
Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the government, he survives as a 
soldier of fortune, and if you have a problem, if... Oh wait, that’s Faceman. Darren’s the 
guy who’s spent every spare minute of his life unconscious on the couch, drooling 
beer and Tesco cheese balls down his expensive, ill-fitting Supergirl outfit, 
dreaming of pole-dancing midget Ernest Borgnines in matching powder blue tutus.

Jay Eales figures that you must know him by now. He’s been here long enough, and 
writes a substantial portion of every issue. Look up a back issue if you’re really  
in the dark. He coulda been a contender...

Graeme Neil Reid is a freelance illustrator who lives and plays in Scotland. His 
comics work includes strips for 2000AD, Judge Dredd Megazine, Meanwhile, Negative 
Burn and Zarjaz. See http://www.gnreid.co.uk for examples of his work.

Curt Sibling is a crazed cartoonist based in the fallen British Empire. His 
illustrative output includes swords and sorcery, tentacled cosmic terrors and 
maniac humour. He is currently working on various projects but is perhaps best 
known as the culprit behind the underground comic “TOTAL FEAR.

Adrian ‘Ady’ Kermode sadly died at the ridicously young age of 45 in May 2009. 
Ady published comics under the Charaydis Press imprint, and was the creator of DR 
SORROW, DEADMAN & HYDE, and the writer of National Comics Award-winning PETRA 
ETCETERA. DOCTOR LOVEMONKEY AND THE MISERY MACHINE appeared in THE GIRLY 
COMIC #3/KISSKISS BANGBANG #2 flipbook, and DR SORROW AND THE HAND OF GLORY 
was in KISSKISS BANGBANG #2.

Mike Juniper is the artist of DOCTOR SORROW for Charaydis Comics, and 
illustrated ALL GOOD FUN (UNTIL SOMEBODY LOSES AN EYE) for VIOLENT! #9. When 
not arranging ink in intricate patterns upon the flayed hide of lesser artists 
trampled underfoot by editors heading for the convention bar, he can be found 
working for The Man.

Paul McCaffrey is a professional illustrator and comic artist. He’s also a member 
of the Phase 4. You can see more of Paul’s work at www.coroflot.com/paul_mccaffrey

Alex Smith has been drawing for much of his life, However it wasn’t until his friend 
(another Alex) introduced him to comics late in to his teens that he knew where his 
destiny lay. Alex’s passion for comics has grown significantly over the years. For 
him, comics represent expressionism in all it’s forms: social and political concerns, 
entertaining and compelling stories and confronting and dynamic art. Alex’s first 
published work was in the pages of VIOLENT! and he has since contributed work 
to a number of independent publications. He also writes and illustrates his own 
anthology, LONER. He can be contacted at: alexsmith365@hotmail.com

Mike Sivier is the father of VIOLENT! Currently operating undercover in Wales, 
he still manages to keep a beady eye on each issue as it progresses, in an Eye of 
Sauron manner, while dreaming up new strips such as HARD-BOILED HITLER.

Stephen Prestwood was raised by the infamous PG Tips chimps after being 
swapped by his real parents for a bag of KP Nuts. Fed on a constant diet of tea 
and banana sandwiches, his perception of reality is so warped that he thinks 
EVERYTHING is just all made up. He is now attempting to conquer the world by 
telling stories via the medium of sequential art. So far, he has taken Milton Keynes.




